
A REMARK ON THE GENERAL
SUMMABILITY THEOREM1

T. KAWATA

1. Introduction. The following theorem is known as the general

summability theorem in the theory of Fourier integrals (see Titch-

marsh [4, p. 28]).

Theorem A. Suppose that a function Kix, y, S) of y belongs to

Lli — oo, oo ) and satisfies, for a fixed x,

(1.1) P(x,y,5) = 0(1/5),   for   \ y - x\  = 5,

(1.2) = 0(5"/1 x-y\l+a),   for   \x-y\  > 5,

for some positive a and

P(x, y, 5) dy = 1/2,
x

(1.4) lim   f   Kix, y, 5) dy = 1/2.
S-K)   J-a

Let/(y)/(l + |y|a+1) belong to L\-<*>, oo). Then

(1.5) lim   f   Kix, y, 5)/(y) dy = (1/2) {*(*) + Mx)},

w/ierCTer

(1.6) f   |/(* + fl-*(*)|A = 0(*)
*^ o

(1.7) f   |/(*-0-*(*)!* = 0(A)

asA-^0 + .

This implies Fejér's integral theorem and other kinds of ordinary

summability theorems. However, Theorem A is not true if a = 0 and

as a matter of fact, it does not imply the Fourier single integral theo-

rem. In this paper we shall prove a theorem which corresponds to the
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case when a = 0 and implies as a particular case the ordinary Fourier

single integral theorem.

2. Theorem and its proof. We shall prove the following

Theorem.   Suppose  that for   a fixed  x   the   improper   integral

fZ-*K(x, y, b)dy exists. Let for fixed x and i?>0,

(2.1)       K(x,y,8) = 0(|x-y|-1),   for     \ x - y \   > v > 0,

where O is independent of 5 (but may depend on n).

Suppose further that2

K(x, y, 5) dy = p,
m

(2.3) lim   j      K(x, y, 5) dy = 1 - p,

where 0<p<l;

K(x, y, ô) dy = 0,   for every constant ß > x,
ß

(2.5) lim   I      K(x, y, b) dy = 0,   for every constant a < x\
ä-»0    J ,-oo

(2.6) lim   \    (y- x)K(x, y, Ö) dy = 0,
8->0   J a

for every pair a, ß of constants such that x <a <ß or a<ß <x; and

(2.7) j K(x, y, Ô) dy = 0(1)

for every constant ß, 0 being independent of 8.

Let f(y) /(l + \y\)EL1(— co, co ) and let f(y) be of bounded variation

in a neighborhood of x. Then we have

(2.8) lim   f af(y)K(x, y, Ô) dy = pf(x + 0) + (1 - p)f(x - 0).

Note that the integral on the left-hand side is absolutely conver-

gent, because using (2.1) we have

1 I missed the conditions (2.4) and (2.5) in the original form of the theorem. I am

obliged to Professor S. Bochner for calling this point to my attention.
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f   \f(y)K(x,y,h)\dyû   f   \f(y) | /| x - y | 0(1) dy
Ja Ja

for a large A. The same thing is true for fit ■

Proof of the theorem. It is sufficient to prove that

(2.9) lim j J °°P(x, y, 8)f(y) dy - f(x + 0) j  °°P(x, y, j) dy} = 0,

together with a similar result in terms of fl «, and fZ- » •

We may suppose without loss of generality that/(y) is nondecreas-

ing in a right-hand neighborhood of x. For any given positive e we

choose r¡ such that

(2.10) I f(y) - f(x + 0) I   < e,       for x = y = x + r,,

and we write the expression in (2.9) in the following way.

K(x,y,S){f(y)-f(x + 0)}dy
X

/» 00 /•  -*00

+  I     K(x,y,o)f(y)dy-f(x4-0) I      K(x,y,5)dy
J x+r, J X+n

= h +12 + h,

say.

For every fixed 77>0, we have, because of (2.4),

(2.11) lim h = 0.
ä->0

The second mean value theorem shows that

K(x, y, d)dy
x+i

for some 0<£<,). Hence by (2.7), there exists a constant C inde-

pendent of S such that

(2.12) j Pi j   ^ Ce.

In order to handle 72, we split it into two parts

J» X+A r* 00

K(x,y,o)f(y)dy+ K(x,y,bjf(y) dy
x+ri J x+A

= 72i + 722,       v < A.

Now
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1/60I/««I   =   f    ̂ ^-iy-x)\Kix,y,5)\dyèCif
J x+A      V — X J T

00   1/60

+A   y - x
dy,

where Ci is a constant and the integral on the right-hand side may be

made as small as desired by taking A large, since /(y)/(l + |y|)

ELxi— oo, oo). Hence we may write

(2.13) SC2e,

where C2 is a constant.

Now we choose a step-function giy) in ix-\-r¡, x4-^4), with a finite

number of jumps, in such a way that

/,

z+A\ f(y)
'x+n \y-x

for fixed A and n. We then write

> z+A

- giy) dy < e

hi -  f "    6 - *)*(*, y, 5) (^-- - g(y))«60 ) dy

+

Then

|/«|  áC f
x-M

(y - x)P(x, y, 5)g(y) dy
z+1

f(y)
z+,  \y - x

-giy)

/» z+A

dy +   I     .?60 (y - *)■£(*, y, &) dy

so that

I    pz+A

(2.14) | 7,i |   á Ci +    |       g(y)(y - x)K(x, y, 5) dy
' J z+1

We shall show that the last integral converges to zero as 6—»0. To do

this it is sufficient to prove that

(2.15) I   (y-x)K(x,y,h)dy-*0,    forx + y ^ a < ß ^ x + A
J a

which is no more than the condition (2.6).

Combining (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) we have

lim sup | 71  = (2C + CO«.
J->0

The same thing is true for (2.9) with (— oo, x) and /(x —0). This

proves the theorem.
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3. Remarks. If K(x, y, 5) =XA(X(y-x)) with 5 = 1/X and K(x) is
an even function, then (2.8) becomes

(3.1)    lim    f   f(x + — )K(u)du = — {/(x + 0) +/(x - 0)}.
x-»M  J_M   \        X/ 2

The theorem states that (3.1) is true iff(u)/(l-\-\u\)EL1(— co, co),

f(u) is a function of bounded variation in a neighborhood of x and

K(u) satisfies the conditions that

/-•OO

K(u) du = 1,
—m

/» -.30

K(Xu) du-^0   as    X -> co,    for every ß > 0,
ß

(3.4) lim X  I   uK(Xu)du = 0,    if    ß>a>0    or    a < ß < 0,

(3.5) I   «#(«) du = 0(1),   for every ß,
Jo

and

(3.6) wA(w) = 0 (1).

Since the function sin u/(wu) satisfies above conditions, (3.1) gives

us the Fourier single integral theorem. As to the above form (3.1) of

summability theorem, one may refer to Bochner [l], Bochner-

Chandrasekharan [2] and Bochner-Izumi [3]. It will be noted that

the proof given in this paper is just a generalization of the proof of the

Fourier single integral theorem. 7i and J3 have been handled in the

usual manner. In proving that I2 converges to zero with the Dirichlet

integral, the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma is usually used, but the meth-

od employed here is known to be applicable in proving the Riemann-

Lebesgue lemma as observed by Bochner and Chandrasekharan [l,

p. 4].
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